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he establishment of a goal is gener-
ally based on a place or state one

wants to be at in the future, as compared
to where one is currently in the present.
The variance, or gap, between the current
state and the desired future state is then
used to create motivation for the activity
required to transform the current state
into the future state.

While this systemic structure can
lead to great accomplishments, it also
contains an underlying mental model that
can impede ongoing success. How? Let’s
look at what happens at the end of a 100-
yard dash.The runners reach the finish
line—and then they stop!Throwing on
the brakes may suit the needs of track and
field performers, but it can be fatal for an
organization, where ongoing performance
is vital to corporate sustainability.

Nevertheless, this tendency to stop
short generally accompanies goal setting.
When you establish a goal, you essentially
create a balancing structure (see “Goal-
Setting Loop”). In this structure, the dif-
ference between the goal and the current
state creates a gap that promotes activity.
The activity tends to move the current
state toward the goal.As the current state
moves closer and closer to the goal, the
gap gets smaller and smaller.And as the
gap gets smaller and smaller, less of an
inducement exists for further activity to
move the current state toward the goal.
Over time, the rate of progress declines.
It’s like trying to walk to a doorway, and
each step you take is half the remaining
distance to the door. Each step brings you
a bit closer, yet you never really reach the
door.

T

TEAM TIP
When you set a goal, consider
whether you’re focusing on “closing
the gap,” “progress,” or “raising the
bar.” The latter will more consistently
produce ongoing success.
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Raising the Bar
Suppose we change the structure so
that rather than base activity on the
gap between the goal and the current
state, we base activity on progress, that
is, how far we’ve advanced from the
initial state. Using our 100-yard dash
analogy, a runner following this strat-
egy would push even harder as she
headed through the finish line rather
than slowing down and stopping.The
structure should then look more like
the diagram “Progress Loop.”

In this scenario, as activity increases,
the current state moves closer to the
goal.As the current state moves closer
to the goal, progress increases.And
finally, as progress increases, activity
increases.We gone full circle and have
produced a reinforcing loop rather than
a self-limiting balancing structure.

However, all this activity isn’t for
free.Activity is the result of applying
available resources to produce move-
ment. By including limited resources
(see the “Resources” variable in
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“Progress Loop”), we create a more
realistic situation.Activity is relatively
limited for some period due to limited
progress. Once progress begins to be
produced and sensed, activity begins an
exponential climb, at least until it runs
into a resource limit.At this point,
activity becomes flat, and progress con-
tinues at a rather linear rate.This will
continue until progress runs into some
other limiting factor.There are always
limits to growth along the way some-
where, and sometimes they are not
always tangible.

For instance, one difficulty with this
structure has to do with the influence
of a mental model called “enough.” If
the actors hold a belief that a certain
amount of progress is sufficient, they
tend to rest on their laurels.With the
belief that they’ve done good enough,
the activity—which would have contin-
ued to increase—begins to decline.The
actors think they’ve progressed enough
or maybe believe that additional
progress isn’t possible.

The best way to overcome this situ-
ation is to alter the structure so that
rather than consider progress based on a
single reference point that doesn’t
change, you periodically reset the refer-
ence point—a continual raising of the
bar. Even so, progress is likely to become
more difficult in time.The actors in the
system will have to evolve their approach
to creating progress from incrementally
changing, to redesigning, to rethinking
their methods.Vision should be used to
continually assess movement of the cur-
rent state to ensure progress is in an
appropriate direction.
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